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ABSTRACT 

It is asserted that the effective nuclear forces and the 
methods of solving thfc many—body problem may serve as a basis for 
describing states of low, intermediate and high excitation energy,-
It is indioated that it Is iaiportant to study nuclear structure 
complications with increasing excitation energy and fragmentation 
of single-particle and many-particle states. 

The foundations of the model for describing fragmentation 
which is based on the account of the quasiparticle—phonon interac
tion are presented. The results of calculations of fragmentation 
for the 631+ . 640* , 6201 and 600* one-quaslpartiole states 
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in U are given. It is shown that the state strength is distri
buted over a wide energy interval, the distribution maximum is 
shifted down with respect to the single—particle energy. The degree 
of fragmentation is shown to depend strongly on the position of 
the single-particle level with respect to the Fermi level. A modi
fied version of the model is given for treating highly excited sta
tes of the type of giant resonances and for studying their influen
ce on the structure of states of intermediate excitation energy. 

The general assumptions of the approach based on the operator 
form of the wave funotion of highly exoited states are presented, 
and the contribution of Individual simple configurations to the 
neutron resonance wave functions is estimated. It is shown in 
which oase the valence neutron model can be employed. The compound-
-state structure is discussed. 

I. The general regularities of the behaviour of the excited 
states of complex ( medium-height and heavy) nuclei are rather well 
studied. They refleot the universal properties of the atomic nuclei 
and are the following: 

i) In all the nuclei there are low—lying quasiparticle and 
vibrational collective states. In deformed nuclei they generate 
rotational bands. These states are rather simple, they are well 
studied and are correctly described in terms of quasiparticles and 
phonons, e.g.jref. . 

ii) The highly excited states are very complex and are defi
ned by a large number of degrees of freedom» The highly excited 
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state wave functions contain thousands of various components. 
Random distribution of most degrees of freedom permits interpre
ting those compound states within the framework of the statistical 
model. 

ill) Among the highly excited states are states with rather 
large few-quasipartiole and one-phonon components. These are the 
isobar analogue states, the isospln of which is by unity higher 
than that of the surrounding states and the collective states 
which are given the name of giant resonances. There is a large 
group of giant resonances corresponding to different multlpoles 
with isoscalar and lsovector parts. Among them the giant El-resonan
ces are the most completely studied ones. 

iv) With increasing excitation energy the level density 
grow.-» and the level structure becomes more complicated. Thus, a 
transition proceeds from simple low-lying states to more complica
ted stateo with Intermediate excitation energy and then to very 
complicated highly excited states* The structure complication 
proceeds in different ways in magiо, vibrational, transition and 
deformed nuclei. However, in all the medium and heavy nuclei at 
the neutron binding energy 3n the states are so complicated that 
they are usually described within the framework of the statisti
cal model. 

One has long been showing an increasing interest in the study 
of the structure of highly exoited states. Progress is associated 

о 
with the construction of the гевопапое reaction theory and the 
development of neutron apectroacopy, e.g., ref. « Of much importan
ce is also the description of highly excited states within the 
framework of the particle-hole approach and its further develop
ment. Valuable experimental Information about highly excited sta
tes is extracted from charged particles and heavy ion induced 
reactions. Of a special importance are electron-nuoleus scattering 

5 
and photonuclear reactions, e.g., ref. • 

One of the main universal properties of nuclei, namely compli
cation of the state structure with increasing excitation energy, is 
worst studied. The present report is moetly devoted to some attempts 
to find a general approach to the study of this problem. 

The detailed study of nuolear structure shows that theoretical
ly the transition from low-lying states to states of Intermediate 
excitation energy is predominant. However, the ooraplex experimen
tal study of intermediate states by means of nuolear reactions 
and mass separators on particle beam advances slowly. A large 
arao'mt of progress has been made in the field of neutron resonan
ces. A special situation with neutron resonances is due to the 
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availability of complete and exact experimental data rather than 
to their physical meaning* The wave functions of neutron resonan— 
оез are very complex, and therefore we may only hope to find some 
of their few—quaeipartide components. The problem of extracting 
from experljnental data some information about a number of simplest 
configurations in the neutron resonanoe wave funotions is also 
di30ussed in the present report. 

2. The low-lying states of oomplex nuclei are rather well 
described within the framework of the seml-raicroscopic approach* 
The Hamlltonlan describing the interaction between the nuclcons 
in the nucleus is of the form 

"-" Ha.+Hpaii+Ha

fH'. ( I ) 

In other words, th^ effective nuolear Interaction is represented 
in the form of the average field described by the Saxon-*7oods po
tential the interactions leading to superconducting pairing corre
lations, the multlpole-inultlpole and other interactions* In the 
semi-microscopic description one calculates the relative values 
rather than the absolute ones, for example, the energies of excited 
states with respect to the ground state or changes of the nucleus 
energy with Increasing deformation parameters. 

An analysis performed in ref» shows that the effective nuc
lear interactions (I) and the methods of solving nuclear many-bo
dy problem may serve as a basis for describing low, Intermediate 
told highlyexolted states of atomic nuclei. 

la the understanding of the structure of highly excited sta
tes and their description in the language of quaslparticles and 
phonons In which the low-lying states are also treated the main 
role Is attributed to the process called fragmentation of fractio
nation. By fragmentation w<» mean the distribution of the strength 
of a one—, two- or many—particle states over many nuclear levels. 
In other words, fragmentation is responsible, for example, for 
the distribution of the strength of the single-particle state 
being the solution of the Schrodlnger equation with the Saxon-
Woods potential over some nuclear levels. 

There are two main causes leading to complications of the sta
te structure with increasing excitation energy: the first one is 
the interaction of the single-particle and collective motions 
described as the interaction of quasi-partioles with phonons; the 
second cause is the coupling of the Intrinsic and rotational mo
tions described via the Coriolis Interaction. 

The quaslpartlclt-phonon interaction is of mucb importance 
in the process of fragmentation. It leads to mixing of the oorapo-
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nents differing by one phonon or by two quasiparticles. Аз a re
sult of accounting for the qua3iparticle—phonon interaction, the 
wave function has the form of a gum of one—s two—, three— and 
higher phonon components in the case of doubly even nuclei. 

The ^aasiuarticle—phonon interaction strongly affects the 
1 7 8 1 9 

structure of low-lying states of deformed ' ' and spherical ' 
nuclei. It results in a fragmentation of the strength of one—phonon, 
two—phonon and many—phonon states over nuclear levels» Some examp
les of fragmentation of the strength of subshells due to deforma
tion and fragmentation of two—qusipartiole states oaueed by multi— 
pole-multipole phonon-generating interactions are given in ref. °. 

The development of a uiAfied description of low, Intermediate 
and highly excited states and the study of the process of structu
re complication with increasing excitation energy are performed 
by us ilong two lines: i) a general semi^nioroscopic desoription 
on the Ъаз1з of the operator form of the wave function ~ ; 
and ii) calculations on the basis of a model talcing into account 
the interactions of quasiparticles with phonons ~ * . 

3, Let us consider a model for the description of fragmenta
tion in the case of an odd deformed nucleus. Originally in ref, 
fragmentation was studied by the method applied for the calculati
on of the structure of low-lying states. It was also shown that 
this method requlres<iome modifications. In ref» a model for 
describing the nonr^tational state structure at intermediate and 
high energies алд for studying fragmentation was formulated which 
war, thcr generalised in ref. . 

The model IlamiLtonian is taken in the fcrm (i) without the 
term И . The wave function of a nonrotattonal state with a 
given Л is written as follows 

whore H0 - is the ground state wave function for a doubly even 
nucleus, i is the nwaber of the state. The normalization condi
tion (?) is of the form 

since Ъу introduclno the phase factors a, and 0̂  it is possib
le to get rid of the " dependence. We use the following notation'. 
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Q , o_. and V are the operator, the enercy and the phonon 
characteristic; by ^ we mean Xw r J f ( у v') is the matrix 
element of the multipole operator ?= пух , j is the number of 
the root of the sectilax equation for a phonon; ̂ * r and в СУ J 
are the creation operator and the quasiparticle energy, respective
ly; Г'(>->')= lr„ j4WJ/2fY,, ft, = u,Uy - \\ ^. t 

(yrj and ff - - / is the set of quantum numbers of a single-
particle level, (P'r ) the same for levels with fixed Л'"" . 

The nonrotational state energies ^( and the functions i.p , 
/V' and A'J'-^" are defined by the variational principle 
/' ' ' 

Af^er some transformations the 3ystem of basic equations is 
written in the form 

£(.V-i. -I 1 Г*'РЛ С/,' --0, Ь) 
i ' 

Tbe polea like pi'.$,,/>)-'i'У)* ш$ "^^ ато called funda
mental poles. To find the energies ^ it is necessary to solve 
eq. (6) with respect to D^' and Insert the obtained expression 
in eq. (5). After solving eq., (5), that is after finding, the roots 

>l , and using eqs. (3) and (7) it is not difficult to derive 
FN'' and С ' . The solution for eq. (6) can he represented 

in the form 

J*'-- -& *> A с;-- -*>. ев) 
whsre the denominator Д is the determinant of the system, and 
the numerator A„ is the determinant which is obtained from Л 
Ъу replacement of the coefficients for the unknown quantity by the 
appropriate frae terms. In some real cases, when a large number of 
eingle-partlole atatas and phonons are taken into account, eq, (8) 
comprises determinants of the order of 10 and higher. 

An approximate method of solving eqs. (5) and (6) was develo-
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17 ped in ref. • According to this method, all the coherent terms 
and pole noncoherent terms are taken into account* The obtained 
approximate equations which differ from each other by the pole 
terms, are solved analytically. The expressions for Ofi 
are inserted in eq. (5) which is then solved numerically- In each 
case the solution corresponding to the fundamental pole Is sought. 
An effective method of numerical solution of the secular equations 
(5) was suggested there, and the secular equation derived by 
this nethod contain no superfluous solutions. 

The accuracy of the approximate solution is investigated in 
17 Г'-Г. by the example of a restricted basis. The ooraparison of the 

•wave function components for the exact and approximate solutions 
shows that their large components are olose to one another, while 
very snail components may strongly differ from one another. 

The approximate method of solving the model equations is used 
for the study of fragmentation of the one-quasiparticle, quasi— 
p-article plus phonon and quasiparticle plus two~phonons states 
aver папу nuclear levels, as well as for the study of the structu
re of thy nonrotational states of intermediate excitation energy in 
.•j3:d do formed nuclei. 

The study of the model shows that there is a direct and rather 
single method of calculating 'VD level density at different 

excitation energies and different spins. It is based on the calcu
lation of the number of fundamental poles with fixed t<r or I 
in a given energy interval. This method was U3ed in refs. ' to 
calculate the density of a large number cf spherical and deformed 
nuclei. The account of vibrational and rotational motions has 
resulted in a good description of the level density near Bn, 

At intermediate excitation energies, the energy and spin 
dependence of the level density calculated by our method may 
strongly differ from the statistical model calculations* For 
example, in 7Fe at £ = Bn i 0.5 MeV the density of negative 
parity states fe larger than that of positive parity states by a 
factor of 1.5 - 2.0. On the contrary, in *^e the density of the 
positive parity states is several times larger than that of nega
tive parity states, in both the nuclei the f>(D dependence is 
alose to that obtained by the statistical model. Afc high excita
tion energies the results of serai-miorosoopic calculations come 
nearer to the statistical ones. At high energies troubles with 
direct calculations become much more seriora while the accuracy 
becomes worse due to insufficiently correct aooount of the Paul! 
principle because of the neglect of degeneration of certain states 
in spherical nuclei and ambiguity in the expression of the raany-
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-quasiparticle configuration in terms of noncolleutive phenono. 
Therefore one should use the direct method for 6 ' Bn and the 
statistical one for S > Bn. 

The correct description of the level density provides also 
evidence for the fact that this model may serve as a basis for 
describing the highly excited state structure si.-̂ e the configura-
tional space of the model is large enough to cover the complexity 
of highly excited states. 

4. We giv a part of the results on fragmentation obtained 
in collaboration with J)r# Malov by means of an approxinate solving 
of eqs. (5) and (6). The calculations are made for the states with 

Хл- '/2Г in * U» The Saxon-Woods potential parameters, th*» 
interaction constants and some particular features of the calcula— - 5 tions are given 1^ ref. .In studying fragmentation, similaily 
as in calculating the level density, we use the parameters which 
were fixed in the study of low-lying states. Fifteen multipolari-
tles л/i , which are given in Table 1, and 10- 70 solutions 
of the secular equations for phonons are utilized in the calcula
tions. The wave function (2) Is seen to have a larce number of 
different components and therefore it car describe the complex 
structure of state1?. 

Table I 
The у ? tyj values and the number of terms of the wr.Ye 

function (2). 

¥ T;ur:ber of terms of 
the true 

20 22 30 31 32 33 41 43 
44 54 55 65 66 76 77 *,'r Q/ + '~ Щ 'V 
3 = 1,2, ... 10 
J = 1.2 35 
1 = 1,2 70 

370 
1.104 

5.104 

9.104 

l.io6 

5.10 6 

Finding of the solutions for eqs. (5) and (6) and calculation 
of the wave function components require much electronic computer 
time. Up to the present time one has obtained a total of about 
100 solutions for these equations and for th^ appropriate wave 
functions. As an example, in table 2 «e give a typical state 
structure. The component values are calculated from the normali
zation condition for the wave function and i :.г expressed in per
cent. This state corresponds to the 6221 +Q, (31) +• Q,(31) 
fundamental pole of an energy 2,07 MeV* For the pfaonon we use the 
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Table 2 

Squared components ( In percent) 
of the wave function (2) for the 
1.9 MeV 3/2* state In 239 U 

notation Qj ty) and for the 
slngle-partiole state the Nilason 
model notation * п г Ai and 
н„, Л i . The root of eo_. (5) Is 
lowered by 0.17 MeV respectively 
to the fundamental pole. With 
increasing excitation energy the 
roots drop down still further 
with respect to the fundamental 
poles quasipartlcle plus phonos. 
It is seen from table 2 that 52.44 
of the state strength is oonoent* 
rated about the oomponent corres
ponding to the fundamental pole. 
Nexty the phonon—containing com
ponents entering the fundamental 
pole are predominant. This appe— 
EXS to be due to the approximate 
method of solving ea.s. (5) and 
(6). 

In some states the value of 
the oomponent corresponding to 
thb fundamental pole reaoh.es 90S, 
Insufficient frasnentation of 
certain states quasipartiole plus 
phonon and quasipartlcle plus 
two phonons and great fluctuations 

of the strength from level to level are due to the fact that, 
firstly,account is taken of only the multlpole oolleotlve states, 
other oollective vibrations, e.g., giant resonances, are disregar— 
flefl. Seconflly( the wave function (г) has no terms containing three 
and more phonons, thirdly, eqs. (5) and (6) are solved appa:oxi-
mately. To get better description the approximate solutions for 
eg.s . (5) and (6) corresponding to the one—guasipartlcle and quasi-
particle plus phonon fundamental poles should be Improved. It is 
also necessary to perform in the wave funotion (2) a summation over 
one-guasiparticle states/». 

Let us consider the fragmentation of the one-quasipartlcle 
states and look how It changes depending on the position of the 
slngle-partiole level with respect to the Fermi level. We take 
four one-q.uasipartiole states with К*- Чг* J two of them are near 
the Fernl level, one state is a nigh particle state and the other 
Is a deep hole state. To study the fragmentation of these states 

Configuration ( Components 
% 

620' 6 . 1 0 - 4 

Sol ' + Q, (31) 2 8 . 9 8 

7 i l l + Q,(31) 1 . 4 7 
7521 + Q. (31) 0 . 1 5 
725' + 0. (55) 0 . 0 4 
6241 + * t ( 4 4 ) 0 . 0 1 
622' + 0 , (31) + Q, (31) 5 2 . 4 2 
7701 + Q,(22) + 3,(31) 6 . 6 6 

631* + 0, (30) + 0,(31) 2 . 1 4 
606t + 0 , (31) + 0,(55) 1 . 9 9 

5oi' + а, (го) + 0,(31) 1 . 3 0 

743' + 0 , (22) + 0, (31) 0 . 8 8 

503' + 0 , (22) + 0, (31) 0 .69 
6241 + 0 , (31) + 0,(55) 0 . 4 4 
6061 + 0 , ( 3 1 ) + 0^(55) О.ЗО 
5031 + Q, (31) + 0, (44) 0 . 2 5 
633i + a, ( 3 i ) + 0,(31) О.Г'-> 
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it is necessary to find several thousands of solutions for eo.s.(5) 
and (6) and their ware functions* The investigations showed that 
the energies and wave funotlons for the solutions corresponding to 
the fundamental poles quaslpartlole plus phonon strongly differ 
in the two-phonon and one-phonon approximations, l.e,,in the oase 
when the terms quasipartlele plus phonon are taken Into account 
or disregarded. In the one-phonon approximation the fragmentation 
of states quaalparticle plus phonon is badly described, and for 
many solutions the oomponent corresponding to the fundamental pole 
exceeds 99*. However, the distribution of the single-particle 
strength is nearly the same in the one- and two-phonon approximat
ions. F 0r example, for the 631 f state at the first level in the 
one—phonon approximation the strength concentration Is 90.16, in 
the two-phonon one 85.6*. The total 631+ strength at all the le
vels of an energy up to 1.9 MeV in the one—phonon approximation is 
93*, in the two-phonon one 92.5*. For the 620 f state without the 
solution corresponding to the one—ouaslpartiole fundamental pole 
the total strength of the €20 state at all the levels up to an 
energy 1.9 MeV Is 16* in the one-phonon and 14* in the two-phonon 
approximations. Therefore,to Btudy fragmentation of one—quasl
partlole states we use the one-phonon approximation. 

The calculation results are given in Fig.l . The {С'p ) c values 
are calculated from the normalization condition (3), represented as 
a sum over the states lying in the 0.2 MeV energy interval, denoted 
as [Cj>) = Ъ(С£) and given in peroent. The excitation energy is 
plotted on the abaolssa axis. The ( C m » ) quantity is plotted on 
the left ordinate axis. The (Cf) values for the 620 t , 6001 and 
640+ states are plotted on the right ordinate axis. The compact 
presentation of the data has given no possibility of following 
firmly the soale for some (Cpf values, which are therefore marked 
by appropriate numbers. 

In the lower part of the figure we give the fragmentation of 
the 6311 single-particle state placed below the 622 1 Fermi level 
by 0.2 MeV, for It S (6311) = 0.8 MeV. At the first level 
the strength concentration is 90.1* , at the levels in the 1-3 MeV 
Interval we have another 5.9* of the strength. A total of 96.6* 
of the 631t strength is exhausted up to an excitation energy 3.8 MeV 
the remaining 3.4* relate to higher levels. Such a situation with 
the main oomponent is typloal of the low—lying states of odd de
formed nuclei, ref. 8 . The particle 620^ state is by 2 MeV higher 
than the Fermi level, for it t (620t) =2.1 MeV. At the lowest 
0.8 MeV level the strength ooncetration is 60*, at the levels of 
1-2 MeV another 16.5* of the strength is concentrated. Further the 
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strength function has a minimum, after 3 HeV a rise is observed. 
Up to 5.2 HeV excitation energy 90.555 of the 620' state strength 
is exhausted. The study of the fragmentation of the 631» and 620* 
state near the Fermi surface has shorn that their strength distri
bution has a long tail. By means of this tail It appears to be 
possible to explain the values of the s— and p-rcave neutron strength 
functions in the range of their minima. 

The particle 600 I state is by 4.3 MeV higher than the Fermi 
level, I (6601) = 4.36 MeV. At the levels below 2 MeV there is 
less than I percent of the strength, in the interval 2.4-3.4 MeV 
there is 50S of the 600»state strength. Up to 5.2 MeV energy 64.5u 
of the strength of thi3 state is exhausted. It is unclear how the 
remaining 35.5& is distributed. It should be noted,that, in spite 
of the common oplnion;the particle state strength is distributed 
in a nonsymmetric way with respect to the single-particle energy. 
So, 75? of the 620 t state strength is exhausted up to 2 MeV, 60S of 
the 600t state strength up to 4.3 licV and 504 of its strength is 
at the levels up to 3.2 MeV, ThuB, for the particle states uhe 
distribution maximum is biased in favour of low energies. 

The 640 t hole state is by 3.04 MeV lower than thj Fermi level, 
£(640f) = 3.44 MeV. At the 1/2* levels --i 1-3 MeV energy there is 
45% of the 640fstate strength, between 3 and 4 MeV the distribu
tion has a deep rinimum, then a noticeable increase is observed. 
Dp to 5.2 MeV excitation energy 72.7* of the 640 1 state strength 
is exhausted. The fragmentation of this state is characterized 
by strong fluctuations of the strength not only from one 0.2 MeV 
zone to another but especially from one level to another. So, 
at excitation energies exoeedlng 4 HeV there may be levels which 
nave 6 4 0' components equal to 3-5 Ф . It is unclear whether these 
large fluctuations are due to specifio features of the 640+ 
state of to the hole-state fragmentation. 

The account of the terms quasiparticle plus two-phonons which 
is taken in the study of the distribution of the one-quaeiparticle 
state strength results, firstly, in an Increase of the state density 
due to the appearance of the solutions corresponding to the fundamen
tal poles quasiparticle plus two phonons and due to decreasing ener
gy of the states corresponding to the poles quasiparticle plus one 
phonon, secondly, in an increase of the fragmentation of one quasi
particle components over the levele and in a decrease of the strength 
fluctuation in the transition from one level to another. 

The study of the fragmentation of the states quasiparticle plus 
phonon and qua3lpartlole plus two phonons continues. As an example, 
table 3 con'alns the fragmentation of six states quasiparticle plus 
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phoaon over eight levels in U. We give only those components 
which are larger than 0.01# . For the time being it is still 
difficult to formulate the particular features of the fragmentati
on of the statee quasiparticle plus two phonons. 

5. The model considered аЪоте Is rather simple* It permits 
describing the energy and the structure of nonrotational states 
with a lower excitation energy than that at whloh there appear 
fundamental quaslpartiole plus three phonons. At excitation ener
gies, at whioh the number of the fundamental poles quaslpartlcle 
plus three phonons Is large enough, the calculations with the ware 
function (2) yield the strength functions rather the structure of 
individual resonances» 

17 
The approximate method developed In ref» is found to be ve

ry effective. Using it one has sucoeeded in obtaining approximate 
solutions for more complicated oases when the wave function (2) 
is supplemented with the terms quasipartiole plus three phonons 
and when the wave function consists of one—, two—, three— ддД 
four—phonon components. Thus, there is a possibility of continuing 
the study of the state structure at high excitation energies and 
the fragmentation of components with large number of phonons. 

Of great interest is the study of the widths and the fine 
structure of giant resonances and the coupling between these 
collective states with different Brultipolarities* The model in 
question and its modifications are found to be suitable for solving 
these problems. For example, oolleotlve states, such as giant 
resonances in odd deformed nuolel, can be described by 

•£^r.Cfl;a;;fl /;j«. 
In this wave funotlon we have neglected the one—quasiparticle 

terms which little contribute to the wave funotlon normalization. 
The probabilities of £• - ray excitation for these states are 
proportional to I Ог^г I* . where Уе - corresponds to the ground 
one-quaslpartiole state. The summation over / , f£ and g5 

is performed not only over collective states of the type of giant 
resonances with different multipolarlties, but also over low-lying 
collective states* The second and third terms In eq, (9) are 
responsible for the widtb and the fine structure of the giant re
sonance of appropriate multipolarlty as well as for their mutual 
influence. The model considered in ref • -<an Ьэ used for the 
study of the structure of giant resonances In doubly even deformed 
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nuclei. 
It Is interesting to clarify how the giant resonances affect 

the process of fragmentation and thereby the structure of excited 
states of energies lower than the energy of giant resonances. It 
may be hoped that our model will be effective for answering this 
question. 

The suggested model cannot cover the whole complexity of 
highly excited states* Structure oomplications are, to a large 
extent, due to the interaction of single particle motion with va
rious types of collective and weakly oollectlve motions. Therefore 
it is necessary to aocount for other collective states» such as 
spin-aultlpole and Gammov—Teller states, giant resonances, etc. 
Searches for other, not so clear-cut, collective branches at inter
mediate and high exoitation energies should be Intensified. 

Table 3 
Fragmentation of states quasiparticle plus two phonons over 

eight levels of 2 3^U 

State Components i n peroent, 
Configuration fund. 

po le , 
He7 

Епегяу, MeV fund. 
po le , 
He7 1.52 2.02 2.09 2.20 2.32 2.52 2.53 2.54 

622> +Q |(30)+0,(32) 
631t +Q,(31)+Q,Ol) 
622<+Q,(31)+Q,02) 
622I+Q,(32)+Q,(55) 
624I+Q,(31)+Q,(32) 
бэи+оргэ+орг) 

2.49 
2.57 
2.74 
2.90 
2.94 
2.96 

12.1 - 75.9 - -
61.5 _ 0.92 - 0.16 
1,0 - 58.6 0.06 _ 0.80 -

- - - - - 79.2 0.44 20.3 
- - - - 0.38 5.75 0.97 55.1 

0.38 - 0.06 0.15 0.64 0.01 40.4 6.16 

6. We formulate the foundations of the general semi-micrD-
scopio approaoh baaed on the operator form of the highly excited 
state ware function and estimate the contribution of some sijnple 
configurations in the ware functions of neutron resonances. 

Within the framework of the semi-microscopic approach of the 
superfluid nuclear model we construct ^ i 1 2 ! 1 5 the wave function 
of a highly excited state which is presented in the form of an 
expansion in the number of guasiparticles. The state structure comp
lication with increasing excitation energy is seen from the fact 
that in the ware function components with over—Increasing number 
of quaslpartioles become more and more Important. I n constructing 
such a ware funotion we start from the interaction Hamiltonian (1) 
supplemented with other residual interactions and employ the sing-
le-partiole states of the average field potential and the mathema-
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tical apparatus of the superconducting pairing correlation theory. 
The wave function of the highly excited state of an odd-A-sphe-

rlcal nucleus in of the form 

yji'M)-b.*j.,\ ¥. < ao) 

Thin expression should be supplemented with the terms having the 
operators of pairing vibrational phonons which replace the opera
tors U/t. Uf ,„ ) 1 0 , In addition, we car introduce explicitly in 
(10) trie operators of any phonons. 

'.'/hen constructing the wave function (10) we assume that the 
density matrix is diagonal for the ground state of the nucleus. In 
this representation the wave function of a highly excited state 
must contain thousands of different components. The use of this 
representation is physically Ju* Rifled. In the majority of cases 
the formation of a highly excited state occurs due to capture of a 
slow neutron or a high—energy /*- ray by a target nucleus in the 
ground zero—quasiparticle or one quasiparticle state. Therefore the 
expansion (Ю) seems to be performed in the basis functions of the 
target-nucleus. 

11.12 The operator form of the wave function is used in refs. ' 
to express the reduced neutron, radiatlonal and alpha widths in 
neutron resonances in terms of the coefficients bs . I n this way 
one formulates the problem of experimental determination of the 
coefficients o3* . The coefficients b2 can be found from the 
spectroscopic factors of the reactions of the type (dp) and (dt)» 
the В decay probabilities, gamma transition probabilities between 
excited states,etc. 

Consider, for example, the one-quasiparticle components. The 
strength of each single-particle state is distributed over several 
levels. At low energies this fragmentation is manifested in (dp) 
and (dt) reactions when some levels are excited. With increasing 
excitation energy the level density grows, and it is difficult to re— 12 so lie them experimentally. Therefore, in ref. it is proposed to 
determine experimentally the strength functions in (dp) reaction 
with momentum transfer £ - 1 and compare them with the strength 
functions for p-wave neutrons. In this way it is possible to study 
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the energy dependence of the strength function. The (dt) reaction 
cross sections can yield information about strength functions acco-
ciated with the hole state fragmentation. It is of particular 
concern to clarify how the fragmentation of the hole stato strength 
differs from that of the particle state strength. There has appea
red first theoretical and experimental investigations °* 2 1 on the 
study of (dp) reactions on unbound states. In ref. an attempt 
пая been made to obtain information on neutron strength functions 
in deformed nuclei. In that paper one has not succeeded in obtaining 
the values of the strength functions for fixed momentum transfers. 

Let us consider, for example a reduced neutron v/idth which 
can approximately be written in the fo'-Ti 

С •• / ; ; / л " " ' / ; / / , Л ( I D 

where the function Ut indicates tlu.t the state j must be а у 
particle state. Knowing the experimental values of •= f.\ > averaged 
over a number of resonances it is not difficult to find I » <! 

Foi ё - 8, they are found to be the following: for nuclei Ca - Hi 
1оГ - 10 - J for Zn - Ba and certain isotopes of Au and :ig !^!~f0L10b 

for РЪ isotopes lb l'~ 10~3-10~^ for deformed nuclei / с l2~ 10~"-10-7. 
12 П 

Note that the values obtained in refs. ' " are found to be under
estimated by one—two orders because of an incorrect interpretation 
of the experimental data. 

'.7e now investigate in which cases the valence neutron model 
is valid. The matrix element of the HI transition from to e highly 
excited state described by the wave function (10) to the one-qua^i-
partiole state ^jt^f H is of the form 

.,i,-M-i 

== У_ (- I •'" "' (J.^j^ I lObji^mjJ.m^m^ll^ <j, |/ (£!)!<, ><-••• 
(12) 

hi; 

where <МГ(£1)\У> - is the single-narticle matrix clement of the 
El transit ion. The f i r s t term in (12) describes the El transit ion 
in the valence neutron model, the remaining terms describe the 
El transit ions from the three-quasiparticle components of the neut
ron resonance wave function. 

Consider the El transit ions from p-wave neutron resonances to 
the low-lying states In 93Mo which i l l u s t r a t e the valence neutron 
model 2 3 . Fig.2 gives the 9 3Ho low-lying states with the indica
tion of the one-quasiparticle component contribution and the three-
(juaslparticlo states lying, according to the calculations, in the 
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?.5-8.5rtev 
•ft •'»/, i 

Vt 

1691 
1491 

Fiji.? . EI-transitions from 
one-and' three—(juasiparticlc 
components of p-wave neutron 
resonances to low- l y i n g states 
in 93„ 0 

99 H 

7.5-S .5 MeV i n t e r v a l from which 
the El t r a n s i t i o n s can occur to 
ono-quas ipa r t l c l о s t a t e s . As the 

ri "*rt ~*~p~ c a l c u l a t i o n s show, the subshe l l s 
aVt as/i И*Ь J 

uvi*ashhti ЗР„лашЭ З Р ^ а г е r e l a t i v e to 
5.06 MeV and f'.Sl MeV e n e r g i e s . 
They are d i s t r i b u t e d over a l a r g e 
number of l e v e l s in a vii.de ener.^y 
i n t e r v a l . Due to t h i s fragmenta
t i o n the wave funct ions of p-wa-
ve neutron resonances near 6n ~-
= 0.067 MRV conta in no t i ceab l e 
o n e - q u a s i p a r t i c l c components 
3 р,/г or 3 Pan - which are r e s 
pons ib le for the El t r a n s i t i o n s 
in the valence neutron model. 
In a d d i t i o n , the El t r a n s i t i o n s 
proceed from t b r e e - q u a s i p a r t i c l e 
со. nonents whioh a re due to 
f ragmentat ion of three—quasipar t -
i c l e s t a t e s ( F i r . 2 ) , These com
ponents lead to the v i o l a t i o n 
of the va lence neutron model in 

Mo i'or the I 3 / 2 " resonances 
which i s confirmed by experimen
t a l d a t a . I t should be noted t h a t 
the v i o l a t i o n i s a l so due to 
three—quasipar-t i c l e component 
admixtures i n low- ly ing s t a t e s . 
The c a l c u l a t i o n s -.now tha t in the 

case of Mo near Jin t h e r e a re no th ree—quas ipa r t i c l e s t a t e s from 
which the El t r a n s i t i o n s occur to t h e s u b s h e l l s 35>/2 , 2d\/г 

and 2ci£f2 . Therefore in t h i s case the valence neutron model 
i s expected to show ноге c l e a r l y i t s v a l i d i t y . 

According to r e f . t h i s model i s q u i t e va l id for the Г 
t r r n s i t i o n s i n ( ifn ) r e a c t i o n on 36 3 / 2 " resonances in the 
(5-225) KeV i n t e r v a l h igher than Bn = 7.22 UeV i n 9 1 Z r . 
A s t rong c o r r e l a t i o n ( P =0.59) between neut ron and r a d t a t i o n a l 

91 widths i s obta ined . According t o our c a l c u l a t i o n s i n Zr, the 
Zpi/p subshe l l has an energy of about 7 UeV, and i n the 6-8 llev 
i n t e r v a l t he re i s not a s i n g l e t h r e e - q u a s i p a r t i c l e s t a t e t o 
which the El t r a n s i t i o n from the ground s t a t e could occur. There
fore in t h i s case the valonoe neut ron model I s expected to work 
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wcl 1 . However, in the Q1-G.4 1.1 nV interval w? have the following 
three—quanipart icle states: 

2aS/s

 ггй5/2ч^1г1га£^га^щг^/Щ/грУг2а^1ь1Г:%^ which thn 
El transitions from the lctH/. state can proceed. Therefore with 
increasing excitation energy the valence neutron model in ',/•// ) 

91 reaction in 2r is expected to be less profitable. 
In some cases experimental 'lata on radiational widths pernit 

obtaining information about certain components of the wave function 
(10). Of most convenience are the racMons of \.he type ( /\; ) , 
since the known structure of the initial state allows one *o flst jndi-
vidupl components in the excited state. I n some cases it is possib
le to obtain information about three-quaslparticlc and five-quasl-
particlo components of the highly excited state wave functions. In 
thin respect the most favourable is the study of the 7Л transitions 
in Lu from neutron resonances with I - 13/2" ana 15/2" to 
three—quasipa ft]cle states. 

Some simple configurations were estimator! in rcf. '"" from the 
experimental data on ( '"V* ) reactions by calculating the KI tran
sitions from capture states to the low-lyinr ones, in those papers 
the law-lying states in 5 7 F e , 5 9 ' III and in nuclei with 11=23 and 
82 a m described taking into account quaJrupole phonon admixtures. 
It if shown that the components quaslparticle plus phonon in the 
wave functions of the capture states are very Important In the 
EI transitlonr. to the low—lying states. 

It Is very interstlng tn clarify the problem about rotation 
and the nuclear nl.ape in highly excited states* On the basis of a 
large amount of experimental Information ( strenrth function be
haviour for 3- and p-wave neutrons, probabilities for Л and J' 
transitions from highly excited states, snliting n? the EI giant 
resonai ce and others) it Is possible to conclude that the shape 
of spherical and deformed nuclei for the majority of states does 
not change essentially with increasing excitation energy» The 
problem of the shape of the excited states of transition nuclei 
is more complicated. Undoubtedly of importance are direct measu
rements of the nunlear shape in highly excited states. T

n this 
connection, the suggestion of Ostanevlch to measure isomer 
shifts of neutron resonances Is of great interest. 

To clarify the particular features of nuclear rotation in 27 highly excited states in ref. it is proposed to investigate 
whether the К forbiddenness in the У- transitions from neut-

28 ron resonances to low-lying states takes place or not. The study 
of the EI transitions in 1 7 7 L u from /** 13/2" and 15/2" resonan
ces produced as a result of S-Wave neutron capture of Lu has not 
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shown any 3arge enhancement of the EI transitions to low-lying 
levels with large * ccmnared with the transitions to levels with 
snail # . Попсе it rnaj be concluded that К is not a good quan
tum number in highly excited states. It should be noted that 

19 
consideration of rotational motion in ref. has led to an increa
se of the high-syin level density at fe - Bn by several times. 
This points cut that rotational motion is important in highly 
excited states of deforned nuclei. However, it seems to be impossib
le to distinguish It explicitly among other forms of nuclear motion» 

7. At excitation eneigles close to the neutron binding energy 
an and highev the wave function (10) contains thousands of vario
us components. In many quasiparticle components of the wave funct
ions the quasiparticles are distributed over bound single—particle 
average field levels, and not a single nuclear of this configura— 
tier Is ble to leave the nucleus. The few-quasiparticle components 
are responsible for the nucleon emission* The many—quaslpartiole 
components of the wave function (10) correspond, to some extent, 
to the quasi-bound state discussed in ref. . 

Such wave functions possess the properties of the compound 
states introduced by N*Bohr. Our treatment of the highly excited 
state differs from the Bohr conception of compound state. We are 
based on the introduction of the average field and residual interac
tions anfl use the lepresentatlon in which the wave function of a 
highly excited stati1 is a many—component one. In this way it is 
possible to understand all the effects Yfhich are interpreted by 
means o-f the compound state* However» with such an approach the 
question does not arise as to how such a complicated state is for
med dynamically from a simple state duo to nucleon or f- ray capture, 

29 
In ref. one puts the question as to whether all the compo

nents of the highly excited state wave function are small or among 
them there are relatively large ones. The ways of experimental 
discovery of large many-qutsipartlcle components of the wave funct
ions of neutron resonances are discussed in refs. * , At present 
the most available way of clarifying the role of the many-quasl-
particle components is the study of E1-, 111" and E2-transitions from 
neutron resonances to states of an energy by (1.0-1.5) MeV lower 
than their energy. Possibly the probabilities for these transitions 
can be estimated from the study of the subsequent alpha-c^cay of 
the excited state ( e.g.,ln ref. ) , fission or neutroc emission. 
Observation of the ^ - transition cascades, the reduced probabili
ties of which are close to the single-particle ones,provides evi
dence for the existence of large many-quaslparticle components in 
the Yfave functions of neutron resonances and in states of inter— 
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mediate excitation energy. Information about the magnitude of in
dividual four- and six—quasiparticle components can be i-.ctracted 
from the study of f- transitions from neutron resonances to states 
of intermediate excitation energy. F0r example, in rcf. i tran
sitions in Fe, obtained after capture of a thermal neutron, to 
states of an energy higher than 5 MeV arc studied. 

It should be noted that the presentation of the wave funct
ion as simple and more complicated parts is widely used in trea
ting excitation reactions of highly excited states. However, the 
mathematical method of a gradual introduction of simple and more 
complicated components should not be understood literally. It is 
impossible to assign to this method the physical meaning of tran
sitions from simple to complicated configurations. 
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